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Galaxy is a free and open-source science web-based platform, which provides tools and data 

processing pipelines (“workflow”) mainly dedicated to genomics (http://galaxyproject.org). 

Our platform based on this Galaxy environment http://workflow4metabolomics.org (W4M) is 

dedicated to metabolomic. W4M is available thanks to strong collaboration between software 

developers (statisticians and bioinformaticians) and chemists for their feedbacks, all coming 

from six research units. 

Several tools were initially developed to process data coming from liquid chromatography 

coupled to mass spectrometry (LCMS). These tools cover all metabolomic data treatment 

steps, from preprocessing to annotation, and including statistical analysis. In the last twelve 

months, new and innovative modules dedicated to 1D NMR spectra processing have been 

developed and integrated in Galaxy. These tools are focused on NMR specific process, such 

as construction of a binned data from spectra (bucketing), several normalisation methods, and 

annotation. As for LCMS workflow, statistical analysis of NMR data can be performed by 

using univariate or multivariate tools (ANOVA, PLS, OPLS…). 

Until recently, different software were necessary for LCMS and NMR data pre-treatment, 

statistical analysis and metabolite assignment. Now the present work within Galaxy has 

opened the door to the possibility of creating workflows including all the data treatment steps 

in metabolomic for each analytical technique. In this context, our perspectives are to enrich 

Galaxy with workflows for gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry. 

In conclusion, the Galaxy environment and the Workflow4Metabolomics project allow users 

to execute tools in a stand-alone mode or to create easily their own workflows through the 

graphical interface, set the parameters, and visualize the results. All this work can be 

accomplished in a user-friendly environment without programming skills. 
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